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January 12, 2010
Dear CareFusion Business Partner:
As you may know, a replacement platform for the VasoGuard and MicroLite PV systems, referred to as
“Hydra,” has been in development for the last few years. Recently, in an effort to prioritize projects
within NeuroCare, and align focus on key initiatives, the decision was made to hold any further
development on “Hydra” until other priority projects were completed.
In January of 2008, we completed a last time build of VasoGuard II and Microlite systems. Remaining
inventory of both systems has been depleted. Because CareFusion NeuroCare no longer has the
capacity to manufacture PV systems, this notification serves as a worldwide End-Of-Life
Announcement for VasoGuard II and VasoGuard Microlite. Effective immediately, new orders will no
longer be accepted.
Our organization continues its commitment to provide on-going application training and technical
support for VasoGuard II and Microlite systems. Service support for both systems will be available for
a minimum of five years from the last ship date based on our remaining spare parts inventory.
It is understood that the inventory depletion of VasoGuard and Microlite systems means a potential
loss of sales for you and we sincerely apologize for any business disruption. If you are interested in
adding a new PV system to your product offering, we are pleased to refer you to Elcat, a manufacturer
of quality Dopplers and vascular diagnostic systems based in Germany. You may contact Bernd
Marquardt, the CEO of Elcat:
ELCAT GmbH
Bgm.-Finsterwalder-Ring 27
82515 Wolfratshausen
Germany
Phone: +49 08171 4214-11
Fax: +49 08171 4214-19
E-Mail: bernd.marquardt@elcat.de
Homepage: www.elcat.de
We would like to thank you for your valued business over the years and wish you continued success.
Should you have any questions, please contact me directly via e-mail at inna.platner@carefusion.com
or by phone +1.608.829.8689.

Best regards,

Inna Platner
Senior Vascular Product Manager
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